
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT if 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA H 

HAROLD WEISBERG, 

Plaintiff, 

v. : Civil Action 77-1997 

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY et al., 

Defendants. 

AFFIDAVIT : 

My name is Harold Weisberg. I reside at Route 12, Frederick, Maryland. 

My prior experience is that of investigative reporter, Senate Investigator and 

intelligence analyst. My intelligence experience was in the Office of Strategic 

Services (OSS), forerunner of the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and in the State 

Department. Since November 21, 1977, I have been the Department of Justice's 

consultant - at its insistence - in C.A.- 75-1996, in which I seek from it records 

  

relating to the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., and other information. 

1. To my personal knowledge, the CIA has a long record of filing false, 

misleading, conclusory and evasive affidavits in FOIA cases. As one of many illustra- 

tions, in my C.A. 75-1448 it filed an affidavit claiming that not to deny me certain 

thirdhand information would be disastrous to the "national defense" and that the life 

of the source of that information would be jeopardized because the government of the 

USSR had ordered his death. This source is a Russian defector whose original name is ; 

Yuri Ivanovich Nosenko. Prior to the executing of that false and misleading affidavit, ; 

the CIA had made this same Nosenko and.other Russian defectors available to a Readers 

Digest editor named John Barron. Mr. Barron used this and other information - clearly 

from secret CIA and other intelligence agency files - in a book titled KGB. KGB, 

naturally enough, glorifies the CIA. Just prior to the time of the present CIA 

affidavits, the CIA made Nosenko personally available to Edward J. Epstein, another 

writer with a long history of writing what government officials like. Epstein's most 

recent book, Legend: The Secret World of Lee Harvey Oswald, really is less about °* : 

Oswald than about Nosenko. In Legend Epstein actually exposed a top-level FBI informant. 

who was a Russian in the higher echelons of the United Nations. : 

2. Other overtly false CIA representations relating to Mr. Nosenko are that 

if even the state in which he lived were known it could cause his death and that the 

 



CIA was handling him as a shining example to other would-be defectors. Not only did 

I know that the CIA nad made him available to Mr. Barron whose book had been published, 

but I also knew that Mr. Nosenko had been made available to Mr. Epstein. This is 

reflected in the penultimate paragraph of my June 1, 1976, information request and 

appeal to the CIA (Exhibit 1), sent by return receipt certified mail. 

3. The first inkling I had that the CIA had again made Nosenko available to 

another writer, quite the contrary of all its sworn representations, came from a 

reporter for the Associated Press (AP). 

4. One of the CIA's affidavits in support of its Motion for Summary Judgment 

in this instant cause is by Charles A. Briggs. Mr. Briggs filed the false affidavit 

with regard to Mr. Nosenko referred to in Paragraph 1 above. Another affidavit is by 

the same Gene Wilson to whom I sent Exhibit 1 and many other evidences of the persisting 

falsity of CIA's representation. 

5. Mr. Wilson did not respond to my June 1, 1976, request but the CIA provided 

exclusive information to Mr. Epstein for his book that began with a Readers Digest 

investment of a half-million dollars. . 

6. The CIA deceived and misled the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence into 

withholding known names on the spurious ground that its sources had to be protected or 

could be endangered. As a result, the report the Senate issued three weeks after I 

wrate Exhibit 1 to the CIA substitutes letters for names. Yet all these names were in 

the public domain, in long newspaper accounts in the Washington Post and many other 

newspapers and magazines and in the readily available and unclassified records in the 

National Archives. Mr. Nosenko is .one such example. Another is Mr. Alvarado Ugarte. 

Another is Mr. Cuebela ("Amlash"). Aside from what then was publicly known about Mr. 

Nosenko, partly set forth in the preceding paragraph, the Washington Post had carried 

two long "Outlook" articles dealing with Mr. Cuebela. Mr. Alvarado and others like 

him are named in records readily available at the National Archives. (Copies are in 

my own files.) 

7. In 1971 I filed a request of the CIA for all information: relating to me. 

It was totally ignored for years until my counsel, . Jim Lesar, arranged a meeting 

with the CIA's general counsel, John Warner. Mr. Warner then assured us that after a 

proper search no records had been found. When we persisted the CIA found some but 

not all of my OSS employment records. (Among the records it allegedly failed to locate 

is a decoration that had been awarded for my services.) Later, under further prodding, 

.the CIA came up with a few other records.
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8. I illustrate the utter spuriousness of CIA claims to "privacy" from those 

records. It withheld from one record it provided everything except my own name. 

Everything else was obliterated. That identical record was given to another requester / 

with no withholding for any alleged "privacy." (My own name was not withheld from : 
him although the reference to me was inaccurate. I believe the association with 

others the CIA attributed to me is a professional defamation.) 

9. In order to deceive its own general counsel so that he would lie: to my 

counsel, the CIA withheld from its general counsel proof of the existence of other 

records relating to me in unsearched CIA files. By means that are not in any way 

improrper, I obtained a copy of this proof. 

10. I do not attach this proof as an exhibit because from prior experience I 

have learned that when I disclose what I know and can prove, if it leads to further 
compliance, it has never produced any records other than those relating to which I 

disclosed proof. The CIA still withholds the records referred to in Paragraph 9, more 

than seven years after my request. 

11. I have a stack of about two inches of CIA records relating to me and 

Surveillance on me that the CIA has not disclosed having and, in fact, has denied 

having. I obtained these records Properly but not from the CIA. 

12. It is not uncommon CIA practice to withhold from me what it provides to 

others who have made the same request. The Epstein case above is merely one such 

illustration. The CIA stopped complying with my requests for all records relating to 

use of drugs and other means of human behavioral modification and control (which led to 

the death of a former loca] resident). It ceased providing me with these records as 

it released them to others, as its own attachments in this instant cause reflect. I 

wrote and reminded the.CIA of this. Its response was to designate my reminder of its 

noncompliance as a "new" request and to write me - literally - that with this "new" 

request it placed me at the bottom of its long list of FOIA requests that are months 

if not years past the time of compliance. 

13. After three years the CIA has not complied with my requests for information 

relating to the assassination of President Kennedy. Because by the time I wrote 

Exhibit 2 the CIA had already made sport with the Congress, was playing similar games 

with the press and was seriously delaying my writing, I sought to make searches easier 

through individual subjects of the request. One relates to the Nosenko matter, already 

leaked by the CIA, after which it exerted a "national: security" claim for what it had 

leaked. (Exhibit 2s page 2, Paragraph 2). When CIA practice was opposed to the public 
statements of the Director, Central Intelligence (DCI), I wrote him by certified, 
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addressee-only mail, only to have postal regulations violated by the CIA and to have 

my addressee-only letter to the DCI routed to Gene Wilson, the man about. whose record 

of violating the letter and the spirit of the Act I was complaining to the OCI. (Ex- 

hibit 2, page 2, paragraph 4) 

14. Throughout this and other letters I make clear the confusion the CIA was 

deliberately building into its FOIA procedures to make them cumbersome and unworkable 

and to convert them into a means of noncompliance with the Act. : 

15. The penultimate paragraph of Exhibit 2 is a request for information largely : 

public and not secret. Some of it was made known to the Warren Commission by theCIA 

itself. Some had been published, including by two men formerly with the CIA. (One 

is Watergater E. Howard Hunt.) While the CIA was denying this information to me on 

the kinds of spurious grounds alleged in its affidavits in this instant cause, 

preparations were being made to "leak" more of what I sought, with control over the 

leak to make it news-management or propaganda. This leak attracted enormous 

international attention a few months after my request with which even now there is 

total noncompliance. One example is that the entire front page of a major Chicago 

newspaper was devoted to that subject alone. : 

16. A month after this request/appeal to Mr. Wilson, which is to say almost 

two years ago and a year after my initial request, he responded with Exhibit 3. The 

review to which he refers as = recreviay” in Paragraph 2 apparently has not been 

completed in the ensuing two years becuase I still have not received those records. 

Mr. Wilson's quotation of his letter to another requester makes a "national security" 

claim for what was then in the public domain. Not long thereafter it. became even 

more in the public domain by the wviketing available to the Washington Post of - two 

oIN Cttovass involved in one of the forms of surveillance: included in my request. 

Then as now exemption is claimed for the public domain. Then as now the same 

authority is cited, Charles Briggs. 

17. In this instant cause it also is falsely alleged that disclosing any 

information about the structure and components of the CIA is prohibited by law. In 

order to be able to make accurate use of information the CIA had disclosed, I had 

spent months of effort seeding to obtain its published organizational charts. For 

months the same spurious exemption claim was asSerted. Finally, with Exhibit 3, I 

received from the CIA acknowledgment that such charts were public domain together 

with copies of the charts that are attached as Exhibit 4. The identical spurious 

claim is now asserted by the identical affiants in this instant cause for the same 

 



kind of nonsecret information. 

18. Beginning in 1976 the FBI ‘referred a series of records to the CIA for 

processing under my C.A. 75-1996, in which the CIA is not a respondent. These records ~ 

are relevant in this instant cause. In almost two years the CIA did not respond to 

these referrals. Resunt:ty the Department of Justice asked for another 30 days to 

effectuate compliance with regard to these referrals. The CIA also has not provided 

these referred records in this instant cause in which it is the respondent. (C.A. 

75-1996 is more than two and a half years old. The initial requests in it, made in 

March 1969, await compliance. ) . 

19. I have read the affidavits provided by the CIA in this instant cause. 

One is by the same Charles A. Briggs who falsely alleged "national security" and 

other exemptions in order to withhold records of the Warren Commission from me and 

who swore to falsities in the Nosenko matter. In every case in which in time I 

obtained copies of records withheld on Mr. Briggs' authority, it became apparent that 

there never was any basis for any classification or any withholding under the Act. 

I have published more than a hundred pages of such orce "Top Secret" records. The . 

actual reason for withholding was to avoid embarrassment. In one such:record a 

former Director, Central Intelligence, described perjury as a CIA form of patriotism. 

20. The affidavits provided in this instant cause scratch along in the same 

worn grooves of the eae old record. In this instant cause they are orchestrated but 

are phrased in a manner calculated to mislead those whose ears have not heard the 

same choruses before, including federal judges. -As it requires a subject expert to 

perceive, the libretto is once again of affidavits that are conclusory and general 

rather than specific in applicability in this instant cause. They all chant that the 

catalogued and conjectured horrors are applicable in this instant cause, as they are 

_not. These affidavits are evasive and unfactual. They include falsehood. An example 

is the denial of information the CIA has already released to me in the pasts 

21. From personal experience these affidavits are designed to mislead this 

Court as part of a systematic campaign to intimidate courts with false claims to 

“national security": which neither the courts nor I want to breach. Another carefully 

orchestrated campaign of which such false and misleading affidavits are part negates 

and circumvents the Act while creating phony time and costs statistics with which the 

intelligence agencies can seek "relief" from the Act. Long-delayed and limited 

compliance results where noncompliance is not totally accomplished. 

22. Illustrative of the immediately preceding Paragraph is the fact that until 
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I filed this instant cause, the CIA stonewalled me for a long period of time. It did 

not even respond to some letters. Once I filed this instant cause, it proceeded with 

some of the searches it should have made in response to the request and by its own 

sworn admission did not make. This did produce some of the withheld and relevant 

records from which the CIA then proceeded to withhold in toto or in part. 

23. Another illustration is that some of the obviously relevant files still 

have not been searched. The belated search was of the files of the Office of Security. 

Under "security" there are records relating to Dr. King, America's foremost pacifist ; 

“and exponent of nonviolence. Not even in spook paranoia was he a threat against the 

security of CIA installations. These files in which the fruits of this illicit 

domestic intelligence operation should be kept remain unsearched according to the 

CIA's own affidavits. This provides a real reason for the false claims to withhold 

nonsecret organizational designations - to hide where relevant records remain withheld. : 

24. In/all these affidavits and their lengthy and detailed attachments, there 

is not a single representation that all relevant files have been searched. 

25. In one of the more ridiculous manifestations of this pseudo-compliance 

there is what is represented as the CIA's research materials on the King assassination 

~ not on Dr. King himself. This lengthy compendium does not include a single one of 

the numerous books on the subject, including my own book. I know the CIA has my book. 

I have a few words of its flippancy about that book. "Analysis" is not a suitable 

description. In fact, this record is included within a specific item of the request 

and is withheld. The CIA does have relevant records relating to me. It does not 

attach them and it does not attest that they do not exist. In this sense, the phony 

bibliography is another deliberate effort to mislead this Court. 

26. I am concerned about such misleadings of the courts, not restricted to this 

instant cause, because they have the effect of destroying the Constitutional 

- independence of the courts. 

27. In all these affidavits and their attachments, there is not a Single 

allegation that the public domain is not being withheld under claim to exemptions 

(b)(1) and (3) as well as "privacy." I have extensive personal experience with the 

public domain being withheld with claim being made to each of these and other 

exemptions. (One of the "privacy" withholdings of names in this instant cause 

appears to be that of a dead man.) There is no representation in any of these affi- 

davits that any effort has been made to determine what is or might be within the 

public domain. There is no affirmation that the CIA's own list of research materials 
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was consulted to determine what is within the public domain. The omission of the 

books in the bibliography - and all but one book is indexed .- serves to obscure the 

fact that the public press and Congressional reports hold enormous amounts of relevant ; 

detailed information. This also is true of the numerous biographies of Dr. King and 

the many other writings about him and his movement. 

28. When the CIA was caught in illicit domestic activities, training local 

police forces, its false excuse was that it has the best filing system in the world 

and thus sought to provide local police with more efficient and dependable means of 

storing and retrieving information. The CIA does not represent in any of these 

affidavits that it has consulted and utilized and complied -in this instant cause with 

its world's-best information-retrieval system. It does not even state that it 

consulted its own system. 

29. Had the-CIA included such representations in its affidavits, these 

affidavits would have been overtly false and it would not have dared withhold relevant 

records that are in the public domain. / 

30. These CIA affidavits allege a need to withhold the names of all CIA 

personnel. The language of the Act is "disclose," which means make known what is not 

known. With me, the CIA has a history of withholding well-known names. It has a ; 

history with others of readily disclosing CIA names. An illustration of the second 

category is attached as Exhibit 5. An example of the first is the withholding and 

continuing to withhold on appeal of a publicly and well-known CIA name, that of David 

. Phillips. Mr. Phillips is that dedicated CIA man who abandoned a promising career in 

which he was still moving upward to undertake what he called the defense of the CIA 

at the time of its Watergate involvements. Mr. Phillips had been station chief in 

Mexico at the time Lee Harvey Oswald was there. Mr. Phillips has so stated himself. 

He was later Western Hemisphere chief. Mr. Phillips' name is removed and withheld 

’ from all records of that period and on the subject of the JFK assassination on the 

spurious claim it is required to be withheld to preserve secrecy. After two years I 

await a reply to my June 1, 1976, appeal to Mr. Wilson. 

31. Mr. Phillips held press conferences and was regularly on coast-to-coast TV. 

He also wrote a book publishing the kinds of information the CIA now claims it is 

required to withhold. 

32. Exhibit 5 was provided to another requester, who provided a copy to me. It 

lists even the supposedly secret CIA phone number of the named CIA employee. 

33. CIA JFK assassination records to and from Mexico City at the time Mr. 
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Phillips was station chief there do not withhold the fact of the location of a CIA 

station there. These earlier records also do not withhold other kinds of information 

now claimed to be under exemption in this instant cause. Those earlier records go 

further and disclose details of the CIA's Mexico City station's operations. Those 

operations were not secret. Neif-her are the withholdings of similar information in 

this instant cause to protect any secrets. Hundreds of pages of those Mexico City 

records were released to me and to others. These are among the available proofs of 

the infidelity of the affirmations in this instant cause if not of their perjurious 

nature. | 

34. In general, the same statements are applicable to the National Security © 

Agency(NSA). It lies with regularity, apparently also equating lying to violate the 

law of the land with "patriotism" and "national security." In response to my request 

of it for its records on me under the Privacy Act, it denied having any such records 

at all. When I informed it that from another agency I had obtained the names of two 

of its investigators who had investigated me, it maintained the same false position. 

When it was forced into another position by the FBI's sending it an NSA record relating 

to me, NSA then insisted that it had no other records relating to me although the very 

ating of this record, a record it earlier denied existed, required further records 

relating to me. 

35. As indication of the deliberately misleading and misrepresentative nature 

of the secrecy claims NSA makes in this instant cause, I attach as Exhibit 6 a partial 

public account of what is known of its intelligence-gathering sources and methods and 

‘their truly frightening capabilities for authoritarian domestic misuse. These state- 

ments are by the chairman of the Senate committee that investigated such NSA abuses. 

This simplification for TV use is much less detailed than those included in the 

published testimony and reports of the Senate Select Intelligence Committee. 

36. Based on long experience I state that the actual reasons records and parts 

of records are withheld in this instant cause have nothing to do with any legal need 

to withhold or with any danger to proper intelligence operations or sources and 

methods. Rather are they designed to perpetuate the suppression of what is still 

suppressed of the illegal and authoritarian domestic-intelligence operations and 

despicable official acts against a great American whose views, now national policy, 

then were not liked by power-mad and wrong-headed bureaucrats who now are unwilling 

to confess their sins and mend their ways. 

37. In connection with the above paragraph I state that nowhere in any of the 
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government's affidavits or attachments to those affidavits is there even the 

Suggestion that there was ever a law-enforcement purpose or a legitimate "national 

security" investigation, prerequisites to the claims to exemption under the Act. 

KR GQ — “) 
HAROLD WEISBERG ( 
  

FREDERICK COUNTY, MARYLAND 

Before me this “/¢, _ day of June 1978 deponent Harold Weisberg has 

appeared and signed this affidavit, first having sworn that the statements 

made therein are true. 

My commission expires Set WFrb 

Gb. tele bo Ihc 
NOTARY \PUBLIC IN AND FOR     
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C.A. 7B-1997 
EXHIBIT / 

var. Gene F. Wilmen, fOlA/PA Coordinator 6/1/76 
cla 
Washington, D.C. 20505 FOIA requestjappeal 

Dear ir. Wilsca, 

Thank you for your letter stamp dated Hay 28. In it you report "We have been 

asked by the Deputy Archivist...to respond diregtly to you regarding three documents 
eopreviously denied you... subsequently spp you. oe" 

&s you know from previous correspondence illness has imposed certain limitations 
uponm ma. Were this not the case the total absence of 4 siagh@ date for identification 
purposes in your letter would wake wa it difficult 1f not inpoesaible to isolate that 
one request and that one xppeal and to identify them to the excl gigons of the many 
ether requests and apseals I have made of the Archives during more than a decade of 

very intensive research. 

wherefore I ask that you please forward copies of all the relevant records 
with copies of the lists referred to. 

In the oase of both letters of which you have sent copies the dates under 
“Approved for release” are illegible. I would like to be informed of these dates. 

Without these lists and the coples used of the varying possible versions of 
the many lists it is impossible to be certain what is referred to. 

Your letter and a long record of officdal toying with the exemptions of the 

Act leave me no choice. I do herewith uppeal all the «ithholdings,in accord with your 

letter, to yous 

In this case these withholdings have been extended to include publications. 

Another, I an fairly certain, ivy a deletion of thst which was embarraseinyg to 
the CIA only, an entirely unjustified deletion. I am confident I have both versions, 

masked aad unmasked. 

The claimed statutory obligation of the Dir-ctor has been stretched past 

reasonableness. I have written you about this in the pest. Only recently and long after 
there was no secrecy you have provided me with heavily masked documents in which well- 
}mown mones are manked. This includes the names of former Cla versoimel who havo gone 
public on thelr maw own in the CIA's devenee. The Agency's apurious invocation of the 

protection of alleged sources sud methtds, n-ver once supported when the withheld 

material has become available, has been stretched to incluae publicised sources and 

non-sources like a fabricator whose nane and the fact of his fabrication was public 

long bet'ore the Agency's withholding of both. 

Because I agree ‘that there is a legitimate nusu for some witimolaiay of some 

gouroes (I know of no method relevant to uny neterial relating to tno JFK asaassina- 
tion) and some Agency personnel identifications, i would encourage the agency to live 

within the law and not force me to carry this further by endleas false pretenses and 

fictitious interpretations. I assure you that if I am required to 1 will prove what I 

tell you with your own and other records, all publicly availablv. 

Your letter is not the first time “r. Charles Brigeys, Uhief of Services Staff, 
is ed as authority. In this letter and on earlier occasion Mr. Briggs’ authority 

and oi ptence are not specified nor has he when he executéd an affidavit certiried 

to either his authority or his competunce. Prior certifications of this nature by the 

Cla have turned out to be invalid. I therefore ask evidence of his competence and 
authority, eapecially whan publications are withheld,



  

While I do not claim it was your purpose, previous FOLA experiences persuade 
me that the omission of dates has been used by the government as a neart of loging 
requests and malcing no response. I therefore aak that in our correapondences you 
please provide a meaningful identification of that to which you respond. By this tine 
I have made a number of requests of the Agency. To many there has been no responses 
T mean not even an acknowledgement of the receipt of the request. The law requixes 
this and apecifies the time in which it must be made. I imow that I can interpret * 
this failure as a rejection under the law and can file an appsel. If I helieve that 
the Agency ia largely responsible for its present burden I have no deaire to add to 
this burden unless you give me no choive. 

Because of this situation I ask that you provide me with a list of all my 
requests and the status of each as well as the time in which I can axpect to hear 
from you. 

What follows is a now request. It is for all of any form @lven by anyone with 
or for the Agency to anyone writing about the JFK assaseination or those who have 
written and spoken aout it and the Agenoy's role in it, real or alleged. By thia 
I mean, as an illustration, whatever and by whatever indigestion, might be provided 
to writers like Edward J, Epetein, but not him alone. 

ZI don't know your spurce for my non-address, "Old Reservoir Road." Route 12 
is adequate, “with the city and sip. However, we do live on Old Receiver Road. 

Sinow rely, 

Larold Weisberg 

Sent certified, return receipt
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EXHIBIT 2. 

Hr. Gene Wileon ite 12, Frederick, Kade 21701 FOlA/PA Voordinator 1/21/16 CIA 
Washington, DeGe 20505 

Dear Mr. Wilson, 

Your lotter stamp datet 4uly 19 gives ms the number; of four of my requests, Thank you for thise However, you have yet tr acknowledge saze and yet to give mo the number identifications of some. Under these cireunstanco:: the numberiny system that could be & roal tlie saver may turn into a new vaste of tines. 

I explada again that I have a health problem and 1t doea impose some list tations upon we and amon; these is ready acoegs to all ny files. I'1] add what uay help you understand that I am also reluctant to do whag I ought really not have to do. I an required to wear strong, hot and uncomfortable venous suplortea all my waking hours (other deviees when I'm not more or less moving about o¥ reclining) and they are not easily Felpaced, In hot weather and in my office when there ig no other person here I do not wear trousers over them because they aro akin-tight and uncomfortable enough without another layer to make mo hotter. They are easily damaged. thay are sven wore uncomfortable when the quality of the aly is as poor as it atays so I am even more reluctant to add a mechanical protection to them and became evan more uncomfortable when there is no real neud for ite The fact is that they can be renderéd useless or dangerous from mechanical injury to them. Therefore, whea this is possible from moving my apectal means of byping (which requires my legs to be horieontal and is home-deaigned and home-made) and moving around in a crowded, small office I avoid it to ths degree possible. If I do mugh bending, in nt fing into some of my filez, 1¢ can knook mo out for a couple of daya on end and had ara probably is not good for me, 

When you have a nunerical identification system I really ought not have to go through all my files to ascertain what you ave writing ne about when it sub~ects mo to what the above paragraph indicates in particular. 

+ propose a solution that should verve both our interests. Please write me one letter that lists ol] the numbers of my requeste. I will koep 4t in my desk. I will also keep it up todate without difficulty if you merely acknowledge within the tine allowed by the law. 4n this I am not iysisting that you oouply within the atatutory limit. ierely gclnowledge and provide the number. If you do this within 10 days L will not only have @ record of my request I'11 attach to the letter for which 1 aale but 1'1]1 have a clear enough recolloction to eliminate the confusion that not only gen but has already 
resulted. 

If you recaive all the requests you report I'm surprised you have not eonposed a form letter that would serve this purpose and simplify ackzowledgemont. 
“his is made nor: complicated by your non-responses and your not writing further when, 

as I recall you said you would about "“third-agenay" matters. * do not believe oither of us needs unnecessary complications. Yo if I have a ready means of reference I can have a batter understanding of what you mean and can, dn turn, write you in a manner that can wave tine for you and in your office. , 
Lf{propose a adinplification of the problem posed in tho bottom paragraph of page 4 of your lutter,"We do not underatand..$1l juve requcated whit wag releascd in the Borsages requ:.st"" and wonder if I nave co:ufused it with the ~elin request. I believe ho sued and obtainec g:rtain records. I asked that you sand me a copy of them ang bill we er bill me firat an. (*d send you a check. Sending thoa to su with « bil) wili elininate thig and aa the record shows I will send a check promptly.



  

With regard to your closing paragraph and Fa75—0669, I remind you again as I have befor: tint this matter i.. before a federal court. Your litter does not iduntify 4¢ as 
the Nogenko mattur. Yestoriay wy lawyer was here working on interrogatories to be answar ed by the Agency under order of th court. Uy hopes ty be able to Zils thas within a day 
or tio. “hey way very well bo longe: than mMgut have Loon necessary if tiere had 20+ 
been tais inordinate delay of ozo then a half JEude 

i am reminded ox more than one reouent you have yot to acknowledge vy the need to 
assum myselr that the nusber you provided withous descrivtion is the iiosenko request 
munber. 1 had made a separate file for a request I tiled with you three months and six days ago, of Aprdl 15, 1976, the penuitdmate paragryah o° that Ll. tter. when I gaw no 
munber on that particular file i starte. it attractec ny attention. 

Uf the othexe i recali one relating to Hugh Mevon:.1d. 

“won't you please try to straighten ali this out 4: voth our interests? I do racoge nige that you have a volumeot work. You ahould know that MY purposes are serLous and in 
no case refl.ct idle curiosity. You do know that I hyve even resorted to cortified! mail dn a futile effort to keep it straights 

On this when I wroto the Dir-cter the same tine i vrote you and eent both letters 
by oortified, eddreasee-only mail my letter to the Dir-etor was sent to your ofiice and 
signed for by ite + have not made complaint to ths post office. I will bo satisfied with 
a letter fron the Director's office acknowledging that you had 4t delivered there. 

Rac 1 not receive. your letzer tovey L would have bh a to write you anyway because 
of the letter I have cvooviwed from ir. blake with regerd to my 1771 request for pecsonal 
records. “yr. Blake invoked exemptions £ do not bklieve are ayplicables I asked him to send me an adequate published chart of the atruoturo and cosponents of the CIA, with 
the abbreviations. I nwed this in connection with thet request, which it ap:ears the 
Agency is determined to force ne to take to court. After I asked Mr. lake to send me 
ome of it he declined to forward 44 as a request it ocourcd to m. that this might not be 
fair to you. Therefore, I make this aa a formal. request. i am not askin; for intalligunce 
secrets. hany CLA officiuls have publi hed this dnforuation ané it bas been the sub,j..ct of public official procecdings, ricently in the Senate and House, 

‘hat follows is a new request. In part it duplicates one by Karz len it ia not intendo! to supercede. There are pubflished accounta of tho Agency's electronic surveil- 
dances in sexico ani elsewhere. I understand or, Allen's request is more limited than this, which 1: for all records of any nature whatacever relating in any way whatsoever to any 
icing of survedllance on or relating to Lea Harvey Osuald, nat juat in «ckico Gity but in 
apy place uni at any time and by any po-son or organization, whether or uot Agency employe 
ees. 1 nean this to include eleatrontc, photographic, physical, am of mail or by any 
othsr meanae 1 do not beliew 4t i necessary to delay this for the re-rcview of the revlews 

I do hope you wil. see that if [ ever get a conplete and aecurate list of tha 
number: of the requests other requests will be numbered in sequence and wil) make contral 
and xotrivval as well as reference easier and wore accurates 

Sinceroly, 

Harold wetsbore
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, ( ( C.A. 78-1997 

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY EXHIBIT JF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20505 oe - 

2g. 
7 AUG t975 . 

Mr. Harold Weisberg ) 

Route 12 
Frederick, MD 21701 

Dear Mr. Weisberg: | a, 

This responds to portions of your letters to me of 

21 July and 6 August, which we are handling under F-75-6669. 

The "new request" of 21 July in your penultimate para- 

graph for records of any and all surveillance conducted on 

Lee Harvey Oswald in Mexico City or elsewhere is a restate- 

“ment of one segment of your broad request for any and all 

materials related to the Kennedy assassination and the 

investigation thereof, i.e., F-75-6669. As you know, all 

materials in the entire Oswald file are currently under- 

going second review, a review expected to yield a better 

product than the first review. In light of the number of 

requesters waiting anxiously for this product, we are not 

prepared to institute a special and costly search for your. 

request which would disrupt and delay the process for all 

of these requesters simply to satisfy your recent restate- 

ment of request. 
. 

In view of your own recognition that the "new request" 

duplicates while going beyond that of Mark Allen, we quote 

for you the response to his request of 13 July: * 
ey 

"Please be advised that the existence or non- 

existence of the records you request is currently. — 

properly classified pursuant to Executive Order 11652 

and. therefore is exempt from disclosure in accordance 

with exemption (b)(1) of the FOIA. By this answer 

we are neither confirming nor denying that. such records 

exist. It is further determined that the, fact of the 

existence or non-existence’ of the records also pertains 

to information relating to intelligence sources and



  

  

methods which the Director of Central Intelligence 
has the responsibility to protect from unauthorized 
disclosure pursuant to 50 U.S.C. 403(d)(3) and is therefore exempt from disclosure in accordance with exemption (b)(3) of the FOIA." 

The above decision was made by Mr. Charles A. Briggs, Chief of the Services Staff. -The decision is currently 
under appeal by Mr. Allen but is now subject to your appeal. As you know, such appeal should be addressed to the Agency's Information Review Committee via the undersigned. 

The enclosed organizational charts.are those included on pages 96-102 of the Senate Committee's Supplementary Detailed Staff Report on Foreign and Military Intelligence, Book IV, Report 94-755 of the 94th Congress, 2nd Session, ' dated 23 April 1976. The publication is available to the public from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. 

Sincerely, 

/s/ GFW 
Gene F..Wilson , 

Information and Privacy Coordinator 

Enclosures 
i~
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EXHIBIT oH } 
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NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL 
[seroma se . | 
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_ -———_ = COMMITTEE $ 

OEPULY OIHECTOR 
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s 
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& DISSEMINATION AND ESTIMATES SPECIAL OPERATIONS OPERATIONS 
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DEPUTY I DEPUTY DEPUTY OFFICE DEPUTY ASSISTANT.DIRECTOR -———__, { ASSISTANT DIRECTOR ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 

POLICY ! ! 
FLAN. & ! aovisony bt Coon. BOARD | 

DINATION ii acs aos ae Jj 
STAFF 

3 
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NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL 

INTELLIGENCE DIRECTOR OF 
ADVISORY CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE 
COMMITTEE 

DEPUTY DIRECTOR 

. 
{ EXECUTIVE 
4 DIRECTOR [ | 
{ DEPUTY § : EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR MANAGEMENT BUDGET PERSONNEL . 

STAFF STAFF STAFF 

INS} 
NI 

a 7 
- 4 { coorpination, | | véqat ADVISORY MEDICAL Guy. ADMINISTRATIVE | | SPECIAL SUPPORT 4 OPERATIONS t | STAFF COUNCIL STAFF STAGE STAFF STAFF 3 i ANO POLICY stare | 

yt r 
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OFFICE OF OFFICE OF OFFICE OF OFFICEOE OFFICE OF SPECIAL OFFICE OF COLLECTION AND SCIENTIFIC POLICY OPERATIONS OPERATIONS REPORTS & ESTIMATES INTELLIGENCE COORDINATION . 
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| UNITED STATES GOVERNMED I ; | EXHIBIT S SHCKIL j eee ees: ——— 5 

U.S. SECKET SERVICE . File No. CO-2-34,030 | TO * Hr. Richard Nelms, Deputy Director of Plans DATE: February 24, 1964 | Central Jntelligence Agency 

a ee 3 CAL 79-1997 

Memorandum, 

FROM : James J. Rowlcy, Chief an ' 
aU: S. Secret Service : , wi 

Op ivkipia: leaprts Otro ‘| sunpren/“hScaSiihs ion oY President John-F, Kennedy , 

Reference is made to your memorandum of February 18, 1964, 7 
requesting information concerning scars on the left-wrist of | : Lee. Harvey Oswald. . : 

There are no special agents of this Service who can provide 
direct evidence based on personal observations of the wrist of 
Oswald during his custody by the Dallas Police or at Parkland 
Hospital whether there was evidence of a scar, ; 

Descriptive information on the Dallas Police Department 
+ fingerprint card of Lee Oswald shows Opposite the description.of .. _. 3 "scars and marks" as "clear", indicating that they did not make- ‘any ‘notation of any scars on Oswald. However, it is possible . oe eg a that the police department at Dallas do not make a notation on a : 5 fingerprint card unless the scars are noticeable or apparent, such 
as facial scars, etc. . 

      

When Oswald was printed at New Orleans no notation was made 
of scars on his wrist on his fingerprint card. His physical, descrip- 
tion sheet and the photograph which was taken do not indicaté that s scars were noted. . & 

. The following is quoted from the autopsy report of the Office 
of the County Medical Examiner, 5201 Harry Hines Boulevard, Dallas, ra ne Texas. "On the mid portion dorsum of the left hand there is a bat i é 
poorly defined pale, white, oblique, one-half inch scar. Over the i volar aspect of the right wrist there is a transverse, superficial 
one-quarter inch abrasion. Volar aspect of the left wrist there is 
a transverse'l 34 inch slightly raised white scar. The medical 
aspect of the right knee, reddish, very poorly defined 7 1/8 by 
1/4 inch reddish discoloration..,," 

  

Among the findings on the autopsy report there is this 
notation, left wrist and left arm, scars." The autopsy was 
conducted by Larl Fy Rose, M.D., and his assistant Sidney C. Stewart, i M.D. Autopsy dated November 24, 1963, 2:45 P.M., autopsy number : 63-356. Siew go toy i | 

  

a o— |! A copy of the autopsy report is attached. \ Li 
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Monitoring is one of several kinds of surveillance, the mildest, 

as he said it. The quote that begins with this ended with coe 

"an abyss from which there can be no return."  


